
 

21 
We started off our week with more latitude and longitude practice.  We reviewed 
information about matter during science and then took a little pop quiz.  Good thing we 
reviewed everything before we started it!  During math this week we focused on division 
problems with remainders.  It was our first official writing week!  We are focusing on 
writing one good paragraph- today we focused on just brainstorming. 

22 
During Social Studies we practiced for our quiz tomorrow.  We think we’re ready!  We 
watched another Bill Nye movie to help us further understand atoms.  Today’s math was 
about division stories that had remainders.  We realized that we needed a little refresher 
on how to actually divide.  We met in small groups today to brainstorm our ideas during 
writing.  This helped us to get some details for our paragraph. 

23 
Today was a half day, but we got a lot done in a short amount of time.  During Social 
Studies we took our continents/oceans/latitude and longitude quiz.  We worked on 
creating a topic sentence and closing sentence during Language Arts.  Most importantly- 
we finished reading Edward Tulane.  Man, Mrs. Inker really cries when she read this book!  
We ended our day practicing division and work on more division stories. 

24 
As we move towards starting our next chapter in Social Studies, we learned where some of 
the countries we will be talking about are located.  The remaining time was for playing a 
game called “Where is Mrs. Inker?”.  We reviewed more information about atoms and had 
some time to explore a virtual classroom.  Today we started our math pre-test to help us 
get ready for the actual test.  We spent our Language Arts time actually crafting our whole 
paragraph. 

25 
Today we officially started chapter 3 by doing an explorer matching game!  During science 
we completed a Brain Pop activity about atoms.  We finished up our pre-assessment 
during math.  It helped us know what will be on our test next week.  We had fun recording 
ourselves reading our paragraph on Flip Grid and then watching everyone’s paragraphs.   

?s to ask 
your child 

What subject did you write about for Language Arts this week?  What are the three parts 
of an atom?  What are the steps for doing a division problem?  How did you play the 
explorer matching game? 

Upcoming: Social Studies: start chapter 3- explorers 
Language Arts:  Journeys Lesson 5; vocabulary/comprehension quiz on Friday 
Science:  explore electrons and the periodic table 
Math: Unit 1 test on Tuesday; start unit 2 
 


